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Foreword
This eBook meticulously addresses a range of topics crucial for anyone 

looking to navigate the often complex and challenging terrain of selling 

vacant land.
 

The eBook delves deep into potential challenges that landowners face, 

such as title issues, environmental constraints, and legal complications. 

It offers practical solutions and strategies to overcome these hurdles, 

ensuring a smoother sale process. Understanding these obstacles is vital, 

as selling land can be markedly different and more intricate than selling 

developed properties.
 

This eBook also explores why selling land can be a more daunting task 

compared to houses. It highlights the difficulty in pricing, marketing, 

and sparking buyers’ imagination for what vacant land could become. 

This section aims to equip sellers with insights to tackle these unique 

challenges effectively.
 

Another critical aspect covered in this guide is the array of factors 

influencing land value. From location and size to market trends and natural 

characteristics, the eBook provides a thorough analysis, enabling sellers to 

understand better and leverage their land’s worth.
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Additionally, the book discusses why real estate agents might be 

hesitant or less successful in dealing with land sales, shedding light on 

issues like prolonged selling periods and lower commissions. This insight 

is particularly valuable for sellers considering their options in marketing 

their land.
 

It is an essential read for anyone involved in land sales, offering a well-

rounded perspective on the nuances and complexities of the market. 

Whether you are a seasoned landowner or new to the realm of real estate, 

this eBook serves as a valuable resource in your land-selling journey.
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Potential Challenges 
When Selling Vacant 
Land and How to Fix 
Them
Title Issues
Challenge: Title issues can be 
diverse, including unresolved liens 
from creditors, broken chain of 
title with heirs or previous owners, 
boundary disputes with neighbors, or 
previously undisclosed easements.
 

Solution: Initiate a detailed title search to uncover any hidden issues. If 

liens are found, they must be paid off or resolved before proceeding. In the 

case of boundary disputes, a new survey might be necessary to establish 

the correct boundaries. Easements should be documented and disclosed 

to potential buyers. Where there is a broken chain of title, there may need 

to be documents signed to fix any breaks and ensure there is no future 

dispute of title ownershipLegal assistance can be invaluable in navigating 

these complexities.
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Presence of Flood Zones, 
Wetlands, Or Desert

Challenge: These environmental 
characteristics can restrict land use (e.g., 
building regulations in flood zones) and 
impact the desirability and valuation of 
the property.
 
Solution: Secure a detailed environmental assessment report from 
a qualified professional. This report not only provides clarity on the 
limitations and potentials of the land but also serves as a valuable 
tool in negotiations with buyers. Adjusting the price to match these 
environmental factors can also help in attracting the right buyers who are 
looking for such specific land characteristics.
 

Land With No Direct Access or Easement 
Issues
Challenge: Lack of access can be a significant deterrent as it impacts the 
ability to have utilities to the land and development potential of the land as 
you cannot build on land that does not have legal access
 
Solution: If acquiring an easement is necessary, negotiations should 
be approached diplomatically with the neighboring property owners, 
focusing on mutual benefits. Sometimes, purchasing a small portion of a 
neighboring property to create access via an easement may be an option. 
Legal guidance is crucial here to ensure that any agreements are binding 
and recorded properly on the title.
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Unclear Chain of Title
Challenge: An unclear chain of title can be due to several reasons, such as 
missing documents, heirs of previous owners not properly accounted for, 
or clerical errors in past transactions.
 
Solution: Employ a title company or a real estate attorney to conduct 
an exhaustive search of historical records, tracing the title exchanges 
over time back to its origins. In cases of missing heirs, you might need to 
conduct a probate or quiet title action to establish clear ownership.
 

Family Disputes
Challenge: Inherited properties often come with disagreements among 
heirs about the value, the division of proceeds, or the sale itself.

Solution: Professional mediation can help in resolving family disputes. In 
some cases, it may be necessary to partition the property or sell it and 
divide the proceeds among the heirs. Legal intervention may be required 
to ensure that the process is fair and legally compliant.
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Encroachment
Challenge: Encroachments from neighboring properties or buildings and 
structures that go over a boundary line can lead to legal disputes and can 
complicate or even halt the sale process.
 
Solution: After a survey identifies 
the correct boundaries and possible 
encroachment, initiate a dialogue with 
the encroaching neighbor. Solutions 
may include the neighbor purchasing 
the encroached land, removing the 
encroaching structures, or formalizing 
the encroachment with a legally binding 
agreement. If the issue escalates, legal 
action may be the only recourse.
 

Probate
Challenge: Selling land that requires a  probate process involves adhering 
to specific legal procedures and court approvals, making the process 
lengthier and more complex.  If a probate is pending, you cannot sell the 
land until it is completed as this process then identifies the right person 
who has the legal right to sell the land.
 
Solution: Engaging a probate attorney is essential to navigate the legal 
intricacies. The attorney can assist in obtaining the necessary court 
approvals, managing estate debts, and ensuring a transparent and legal 
sale process. It’s also important to communicate effectively with all estate 
beneficiaries to avoid misunderstandings and disputes.
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Why Selling Land 
Is Harder and More 
Complicated Than 
Selling a House
It’s Often Hard for 
Buyers to Imagine 
What Could Be Built on 
Vacant Land
One of the primary challenges in 
selling vacant land is the buyer’s 
difficulty in visualizing its potential. 
Unlike houses, which offer immediate, 
tangible utility and aesthetic appeal, 
vacant land is an empty slate.
 
This lack of physical structure requires buyers to have a vision and 
understanding of what the land could become, whether it’s for building 
a dream home, commercial development, or agricultural use. Sellers 
can overcome this obstacle by providing conceptual drawings, potential 
land-use plans, or even virtual reality tours to help buyers imagine the 
possibilities. Highlighting the land’s best features, like views, topography, 
and natural resources, can also aid in painting a picture of its potential.
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People Buy Property for Many Different 
Reasons, Making It a Complex Market
The market for vacant land is inherently diverse and multifaceted. Buyers 
might be investors looking for a profitable return, individuals seeking land 
for a personal dream home, businesses in need of commercial space, or 
farmers expanding their agricultural ventures.
 
This varied buyer pool means sellers must navigate a complex market 
with different needs, expectations, and motivations. Effective marketing 
strategies should, therefore, be multi-pronged and tailored, highlighting the 
land’s versatility and potential for various uses. Understanding and targeting 
these different buyer segments is crucial for a successful transaction.
 

Setting the Right Price for Land is Crucial 
Because It Behaves Differently in the Market 
Compared to Houses
Pricing vacant land can be significantly more complex than pricing a 
house. The value of land is influenced by a myriad of factors, including 
its location, size, zoning restrictions, accessibility, and even future 
development potential. Unlike houses, where comparables can be 
more straightforwardly assessed based on similar properties in the 
neighborhood, land requires a more nuanced approach to valuation.
 
Accurate and competitive pricing necessitates a deep understanding of the 
local market, potential land use, and current real estate trends. Sellers may 
benefit from professional appraisals and a thorough analysis of similar land 
sales in the area to set a price that reflects the true value of the property.
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Generally, More People are interested in 
Buying Homes Than Undeveloped Land, 
Which Affects Demand

The demand for vacant land is typically lower than for residential homes. 
The majority of real estate buyers are looking for properties that are 
immediately usable — homes they can live in or rent out. This difference in 
demand can result in longer sale times for vacant land and a smaller pool 
of potential buyers.
 
To address this challenge, sellers should focus on niche marketing and 
extend their reach to specialized groups like developers, investors, and 
specific industry sectors like agriculture or recreation. By targeting the 
marketing efforts towards those who are specifically interested in land 
purchase, sellers can more effectively connect with the right audience, 
albeit smaller, that is interested in vacant land.
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Factors 
Influencing 
the Value of 
Your Land
The Location of the Land and Its Proximity to 
Amenities Such as Shops and Parks
Location is paramount in real estate, and this holds for land as well. 
Land that’s closer to developed amenities such as shopping centers, 
parks, schools and recreational facilities carries a higher value due to the 
increased desirability for potential buyers or developers.
 
This proximity provides convenience and quality of life, which are 
significant selling points. Buyers typically look for properties that offer the 
best of both worlds—a peaceful, private setting that’s still within reach of 
urban comforts.
 

The Size and Shape of the Parcel
The value of land is directly affected by its size and shape. Larger parcels 
offer more opportunities for development and use, often translating to 
higher prices.
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However, the shape of the land can also play a critical role; irregularly 
shaped parcels may be less usable and, therefore, less valuable. Ideally, 
a parcel will be shaped to allow for easy access and development, 
maximizing its usable space and potential.
 

The Potential Uses of the Land and the 
Regulations Governing Construction in the 
Area
The value of land is greatly influenced by what it can be used for, which 
is often determined by local zoning laws and building regulations. Land 
zoned for multiple uses, such as residential, commercial, or agricultural, 
may be more valuable than land with a single permitted use.
 
Buyers will also be interested in the ease with which they can obtain 
building permits, the area’s environmental protection statutes, and any 
other regulations that could affect the development and use of the land.
 

The Current Trends in the Real Estate Market 
for Buying and Selling
Just like the stock market, the real estate market is subject to trends and 
fluctuations. Factors such as the economy, interest rates, and the overall 
health of the real estate market can influence land value. In a seller’s 
market, where demand exceeds supply, land values may increase.
 
Conversely, in a buyer’s market, values may decrease. Keeping an eye on 
these trends is crucial for timing your sale to maximize the land’s value.
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The Accessibility of Roads, Availability of 
Schools, and Other Public Facilities Nearby

Access to infrastructure is another critical factor that can affect the 
value of land. Good road access is essential for almost all potential uses 
of land, from residential to commercial.
 
The quality of nearby schools and the availability of public facilities 
like hospitals and fire services can also impact value, particularly for 
residential development. Buyers often look for land that offers the promise 
of a certain lifestyle, which includes accessibility to essential services and 
facilities.
 

The Characteristics of the Natural Environment 
and the Local Climate Conditions

The land’s natural features, including topography, soil quality, vegetation, 
and water resources, can significantly influence its attractiveness and 
usability, thereby affecting its value. For instance, fertile soil increases 
value for agricultural use, while scenic views can enhance residential and 
commercial appeal.
 
Additionally, local climate conditions can affect land use; for example, 
areas with mild year-round climates may be more valuable because of 
the longer seasons for construction and outdoor activities. It’s important 
to understand and communicate how these environmental characteristics 
add to the land’s value.
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Why Agents Often Don’t 
Even Want to Sell Land
Selling Land Takes Longer Than Selling 
Properties with Buildings
Real estate agents are often reluctant to take on vacant land listings 
because these can languish on the market for extended periods, 
unlike residential or commercial buildings, where a need for immediate 
occupation or rental income, vacant land appeals to a narrower buyer pool 
and may drive potential buyers.
 
This slower turnover rate can deter agents who are looking to maximize 
their time and earnings potential.
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Demand For Vacant Land Is Usually Lower 
Than for Developed Properties
The demand for vacant land typically 
falls short when compared to that 
for developed properties. Developed 
properties offer immediate utility or 
income through rental opportunities, 
while vacant land requires a vision and 
additional capital for development.
 
This inherent difference results in a 
smaller, more specialized market for 
vacant land, which can be challenging for 
real estate agents to navigate effectively.
 

Highlighting the Potential of Empty Land Can 
Be Challenging
One of the most significant challenges in selling vacant land is conveying 
its potential to buyers. An empty lot doesn’t have the immediate appeal of 
a turnkey home or a ready-to-use commercial space.
 
Agents must be creative and proactive in helping buyers visualize what the 
land could become. It can be a considerable hurdle, particularly for those 
without experience or resources in marketing land.
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Realtors May Sometimes Overlook Unpaid 
Taxes, Liens, Or Probate Matters Associated 
with Land
Land can come with a host of hidden 
issues that are less common with 
developed properties. Unpaid taxes, liens, 
or complicated probate matters can arise, 
requiring additional due diligence.
 
Agents unfamiliar with these issues may 
inadvertently overlook them, leading to 
complications down the line. This added 
layer of complexity requires a specialized 
knowledge set that not all agents 
possess, making them hesitant to engage 
with land sales.
 

Because Vacant Land Often Has a Lower 
Market Value, It Can Lead to Smaller 
Commission Earnings for Realtors
The commission structure in real estate sales is typically a percentage of 
the property’s selling price. Since vacant land often has a lower market 
value than developed properties, the potential commission for an agent 
can be significantly less.
 
This financial aspect can make vacant land less attractive for agents, 
particularly if the expected time and effort required to sell the land are 
considered alongside the likely lower financial rewards.
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Other Two 
Ways to 
Sell Vacant 
Land

For Sale by Owner (FSBO) Approach:
You Will Handle All the Aspects of the Selling Process.

When you choose the FSBO route, you become the salesperson, 
negotiator, and closing agent all rolled into one. You’ll need to research 
and understand the legal requirements for selling land in your area, which 
includes contract creation, negotiations, and compliance with local land 
sale regulations.
 
This method gives you full control over the sale, allowing you to manage 
every detail according to your preferences.
 

It’s Your Responsibility to Finance the Advertising to Attract Buyers

Advertising is the key to attracting buyers when you’re selling land on your 
own. You’ll need to budget for and invest in various advertising channels 
such as online listings, local newspapers, real estate publications, and 
social media platforms.
 
Crafting an appealing and accurate advertisement that highlights your 
land’s best features is crucial to catch potential buyers’ attention.
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You Should Take Photographs of Your Property, Obtain Aerial Shots, And 
Display “For Sale” Signs

Content: High-quality photographs and aerial shots are immensely 
powerful tools for selling land. They provide a clear and attractive 
representation of your property, showcasing its size, boundaries, and 
topography.
 
Additionally, placing “For Sale” signs on your property can alert local 
passersby and neighbors of the opportunity, potentially leading to word-
of-mouth referrals.
 

Collaboration With a Title Company for Property Title Exchange Is 
Necessary

Working with a title company is essential to ensure a smooth transaction. 
They will handle the title search, provide title insurance, and help with the 
closing process.
 
This collaboration ensures that all paperwork is accurate and legally 
binding, protecting you from future disputes or claims.
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You Will Interact with Various Potential Buyers

Selling land by yourself means you will be the point of contact for all 
inquiries, viewings, and negotiations. This interaction requires excellent 
communication skills and a fair amount of patience.
 
You must be prepared to answer questions, give tours of the property, 
and engage with potential buyers who have varying levels of interest and 
seriousness.
 

Keep In Mind That a Successful Sale Is Not Guaranteed

While the FSBO approach avoids realtor fees and offers more control, it 
comes with no assurance of a sale. The market for vacant land can be 
unpredictable, and without the network and expertise of a real estate 
professional, properties can remain unsold for longer periods.
 
It’s important to enter this process with realistic expectations and a 
strategy for if the land does not sell as quickly as hoped.
 

Selling to a Professional 
Land Investor Like Us:

Expect A Prompt and Reasonable Offer 
for Your Land

Professional land investors are 
experienced in assessing the value of land 
quickly and making fair offers that reflect 
the current market conditions. Unlike 
traditional property sales, which can 
take time to generate offers, selling to an 
investor often results in a swift proposal.
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It can be particularly advantageous if you are looking to sell your land 
without the prolonged wait times associated with the open market.
 

Investors Handle Property Complexities, Simplifying the Process for You

Professional investors are well-versed in dealing with various complexities 
that may arise during land transactions. Whether it’s sorting out zoning 
issues, navigating environmental regulations, or dealing with title 
discrepancies, investors have the knowledge and resources to handle 
these challenges efficiently.
 
This expertise can greatly reduce the burden on the seller and streamline 
the entire sale process.
 

Avoid Paying Closing Costs, Realtor Commissions, or Additional Fees

One of the benefits of selling directly to an investor is the potential to 
avoid many of the typical selling costs. Investors often cover closing costs, 
and since there is no realtor involved in a direct sale to an investor, there 
are no commissions or broker fees to pay.
 
It means that the offer you receive is often the net amount you will retain 
from the sale, providing clear financial expectations from the start.
 

Investors Address Financial Matters Like Delinquent Taxes or Existing 
Debts on the Property

Land investors typically take on the responsibility of resolving financial 
encumbrances such as unpaid taxes or existing debts tied to the property. 
It can provide a clean slate for sellers who might otherwise need to 
navigate these issues before a sale.
 
By addressing these financial matters, investors help ensure that the sale 
proceeds without legal hindrances or delays.
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They Work with Title Companies to Facilitate a Swift and Smooth 
Transaction

Professional land investors usually have established relationships with 
title companies, which can expedite the closing process. They ensure 
that the title is clear and that all legal paperwork is handled correctly and 
efficiently.
 
This professional relationship facilitates a smoother transaction, allowing 
for a quicker and more reliable sale process. Sellers can benefit from this 
streamlined approach, which can significantly reduce the time and stress 
involved in selling land.
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Meet the Owner of 
Parcel Vestors
I’m Jason Mendoza, the founder of our company, Parcel Vestors, which 

I started back in 2019. Our journey began with a simple, yet powerful 

vision: to provide a helping hand to landowners who felt stuck with 

assets they didn’t know how to utilize or had problems they didn’t know 

how to solve. We specialize in transforming these properties into cash, 

offering a practical solution for those looking to move on to the next 

chapter in their lives. 
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How Parcel 
Vestors Can 
Help You
Our Guarantees

• We guarantee that we will close on the property as promised, when 
we agree to close. We will communicate any unforeseen concerns 
to all parties immediately. 

• We will maintain regular communications and will keep in touch with 
clients at a regular cadence to ensure all parties are well informed. 

• We will do ALL paperwork for you to make things easy and will 
engage title companies or notaries to close with ease.

• We guarantee that all costs will be known up front and agreed upon.

• We will go the extra mile to make the deal work. We will creatively 
determine solutions to relieve clients of problems or issues 
associated with the property

• We will negotiate liens and back taxes on your behalf to ensure an 
optimal outcome of wiping the slate clean!
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How to Contact Us
At Parcel Vestors, we strive to make reaching out to us as easy and 
efficient as possible. Here are the various methods you can use to get in 
touch with our team:

• Email: You can send us an email to info@parcelvestors.com.

• Phone: Our team is available to assist you by phone. Feel free to call 
us at (909) 307-4994 during business hours.

• Website Contact Form: Fill out the contact form on our website 
at www.parcelvestors.com by clicking on the “Get An Offer” tab 
and provide us detailed information about your land and to help us 
assist you more effectively. 

Scan the QR code above to navigate to Parcel Vestors Website!

• Social Media: Connect with us on social media 
platforms. Our team monitors all inquiries and will 
be happy to assist you with your land concerns.

• Physical Address: If you prefer face-to-face interaction or wish to 
mail us something, you can visit our office at: 
10810 N Tatum Blvd, Ste 102-763, Phoenix, AZ 85028

mailto:info%40parcelvestors.com?subject=
http://www.parcelvestors.com
https://x.com/parcelvestors
https://www.facebook.com/ParcelVestors
https://instagram.com/parcelvestors_official
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